3. BILLBOARD MARCH

Spirited March
Taco

4. BIRTHDAY

Fast Rock
Play 2nd time only
Tamb.
5. BORN TO BE WILD

6. THEME FROM "COACH"
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10. GET READY

Words and Music by WILLIAM "SMOKY" ROBINSON
Arranged by PAUL LEVENDOR

11. GET READY FOR THIS

Words and Music by JEAN-PAUL DE COSTER, PHILIP DE WILDE and SIMON HARRIS
Arranged by PAUL LEVENDOR
16. HOUND DOG

AUX. PERCUSSION

Rock & Roll (\( \frac{3}{4} = \frac{3}{4} \))

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Tamb.} \\
\hline
\\hline
\text{4} \\
\text{8} \\
\text{14} \\
\text{4} \\
\hline
\text{8} \\
\text{10} \\
\end{array}
\]


17. I'M SO EXCITED

Rock

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Tamb.} \\
\hline
\\hline
\text{A} \\
\text{A} \\
\text{4} \\
\text{6} \\
\hline
\text{A} \\
\text{A} \\
\text{A} \\
\text{A} \\
\hline
\text{A} \\
\text{A} \\
\text{A} \\
\text{A} \\
\hline
\text{A} \\
\text{A} \\
\end{array}
\]
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18. THEME FROM "JAWS"
(From the Universal Picture JAWS)

By JOHN WILLIAMS
Arranged by PAUL LAWRENCE

Slow, Deliberate  4  Pubating  4

Sus. Cym. with stick

(Scream)

Soft melod. rit.

19. LEAP FROG

Fast Swing  \( \frac{3}{4} \)  4

Tick

1.  2.  5
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